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There remains to examine by what miracles of poesy, by
what efforts of genius it was sought to render this atrocious
compound acceptable.
The first act opens well, and gives some hope of excellence;
the second and third are below mediocrity. The plot and the
characters denote a false conception, a lack of invention. The
triple love of Holopherne> of Phedme, and of Judith, which the
author evidently thought would be very effective, is not only
cold and uninteresting, but it borders on the ludicrous. The
scene where Judith bids the princes " down on their knees,"
in which the repetition of a genoux I was intended to be sub-
lime, is laughable in the extreme. All the third act, with the
intrigue of the pavilion between the two tents, proves a bar-
ren imagination. The invocation of Judith before the murder
$f Holopherne) intended to be a sort of imprecation a la Qa-
. mitte, is sheer nonsense. At the same time, the style, with the
exception of a few verses, is clear and elegant throughout the
whole play.
It was impossible that an actress, however great her abil-
ity, could do any thing with such a part: a character that is
inspired by no strong passion, a widow without real grief, a
mistress without real love, a fanatic without inspiration. No
one is" tempted to repeat the exclamation of Racine in allusion
to the Judith of Royer: c< I weep for that poor Holopherne, so
traitorously done to death by Judith." None of the dramatis
persona excite compassion in Madame de Girardin's tragedy;
if any one deserved pity, it was the actress condemned to bear
so heavy a burden.
And this was the play that Rachel was called to present
to the public I This insignificant characterless heroine was
to he her first creation 1 To the deficiencies of the tragedy
were added other circumstances that were considered harbin-
gers of success, but which proved elements of failure. The
play w^j as is frequently the case in France, first submitted
to the criticism of what is called a "private reading." A
circle composed of men bearing the highest names in France
$&? tank and* intellect—such a circle as will never again per-
the, less so that the loved and lovely point of
ir '6$ ni0fe—-assembled in the "elegant salon of the

